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Abstract—We present an end-to-end solution for automation of
scientific workflow deployment and execution on distributed com-
puting infrastructures. The solution integrates de-facto standard
and widely adopted tools, including Terraform and Kubernetes,
with our HyperFlow workflow management system. In such
a solution, infrastructure providers are abstracted away thanks to
generic Kubernetes layer. However, we also support other com-
puting infrastructures, both containerized such as Kubernetes
or Amazon ECS, and non-containerized, e.g. Amazon Lambda,
in a single unified approach. The resulting solution enables
execution of hybrid workflows that utilize multiple computing
infrastructures, and significantly lowers the complexity related
to management of repeatable infrastructures for the execution of
scientific workflows and conducting scientific workflow research.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deployment and execution of applications on diverse and

heterogeneous infrastructures remain a significant challenge,

notably for scientific applications which have often the form of

complex workflows consisting of multiple tasks, requiring spe-

cialized software packages or libraries, and using a Workflow

Management Systems (WMS). Technologies such as virtual-

ization, application containers, or infrastructure automation,

provide means to mitigate this complexity.

Cloud providers supply advanced tools for provisioning of

the infrastructure and deployment of applications. However the

diversity of cloud solutions (e.g. OpenStack, AWS, or GCP)

makes it difficult to avoid spending significant resources in

order to avoid vendor lock-in. Kubernetes1 solves this problem

by providing a mature set of well-standardized principles

and practices for running software in distributed virtualized

environment. Just recently, a number of articles2 refer to

Kubernetes as a Cloud Native Operating System while major

cloud providers and popular platforms started offering one-
click Kubernetes deployments.

In this paper, we report on a work in progress solution for

automation for scientific workflow deployment and execution.

Unlike existing solutions, we utilize Kubernetes, together with

infrastructure automation tool Terraform,3 to abstract away

differences between infrastructure providers. However we go

1https://kubernetes.io
2https://blogs.oracle.com/cloud-infrastructure/kubernetes-a-cloud-and-data-

center-operating-system
3https://www.terraform.io

beyond Kubernetes and support both containerized and non-

containerized infrastructures. The solution is integrated with

our HyperFlow workflow management system [1]. The main

contributions can be summarized as follows:

• we provide an initial implementation of Kubernetes native

support for running HyperFlow and scientific workflows

with hybrid infrastructure support – workflows can trans-

parently run on multiple cloud infrastructures;

• we describe a unified solution for both containerized

(managed and non-managed Kubernetes, Amazon ECS)

and non-containerized (AWS Lambda) infrastructures;

• we present an end-to-end solution that automates full

workflow lifecycle, including provisioning, deployment,

execution, and monitoring.

II. RELATED WORK

Many existing workflow management systems utilize pro-

prietary tools for infrastructure provisioning, e.g. Occopus

(WS-PGRADE) [2] or PRECIP (Pegasus) [3]. However, the

cost of development and maintenance of such tools is too

high, so they only support a small fraction of available

clouds and quickly become outdated. A few WMS integrate

with Kubernetes on various levels. In Nextflow [4], when

deploying a workflow a pod running the main workflow driver

application is deployed, and it orchestrates and submits the

execution of workflow tasks as separate pods. The Galaxy

[5] workflow system can be deployed inside Kubernetes in

an automated fashion through the use of Helm4 Charts. The

Galaxy Kubernetes job runner allows Galaxy to offload jobs

to Kubernetes, either when Galaxy runs inside the Kubernetes

or when deployed on the outside infrastructure. Pachyderm5,

a workflow system for creating distributed and reproducible

pipelines is built natively on top of Kubernetes and uses

Kubernetes Go library to deploy itself and the workflows

on the orchestration cluster. Overall, no WMS fully exploits

standard infrastructure automation tools in order to provide an

end to end solution for infrastructure provisioning, workflow

deployment, execution and monitoring.

III. SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

A high-level overview of the proposed solution is depicted

in Fig. 1. The solution automates the entire workflow lifecyle,

4https://helm.sh/
5http://pachyderm.io
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Fig. 1. Workflow provisioning, deployment and execution with HyperFlow.

including provisioning of the infrastructure, workflow deploy-

ment, and workflow execution/monitoring. The single entry-

point to provisioning and deployment is the Terraform tool.

We provide Terraform descriptions describing infrastructure

configurations for deployment of the HyperFlow WMS and

workflows on both containerized and non-containerized in-

frastructures. Consequently, Terraform can create Kubernetes

instances either by provisioning the virtual machines and then

the cluster as in the case of OpenStack, or create infrastructure

resources on managed Kubernetes services of Amazon AWS

and Google Cloud. Next, Helm Charts are used to deploy

Hyperflow on the Kubernetes cluster. In the case of AWS

Lambda, in turn, Terraform scripts deploy workflow compo-

nents using Lambda deployment packages.

Once the infrastructure is ready, the user can run work-

flows using the HyperFlow engine. A HyperFlow workflow

is a graph of tasks expressed in a JSON format [1]. Impor-

tantly, the workflow description is infrastructure-independent.

For each workflow, a workflow function (implemented in

JavaScript) needs to be provided. This function is where the

mapping to the underlying infrastructure is done. To this end,

HyperFlow provides executors enabling execution of jobs on

remote resources. For example, on Kubernetes we use the Hy-

perFlow Master-Worker executor, while AWS Lambda is sup-

ported by a dedicated HyperFlow Lambda executor. Another

aspect automated by HyperFlow is workflow monitoring and

auto-scaling (as long as it is supported by the infrastructure).

Infrastructure-specific monitoring components are deployed to

collect metrics. If supported, auto-scaling rules are also defined

and controlled by user-defined thresholds. We are also working

on a generic two-level Kubernetes auto-scaling mechanism.

Depending on the monitoring data supplied by the native

Kubernetes monitoring system, HyperFlow will scale up or

down the number of pods (level 1), or the number of nodes

(level 2) running in the Kubernetes cluster.

IV. CONCLUSION

Infrastructure automation reduces complexity related to

creation of repeatable infrastructures for scientific workflows

and contributes to the reproducibility of scientific experiments.

It also facilitates automation of workflow research that fre-

quently involves running of experiments in different comput-

ing infrastructures and in diverse configurations. We presented

a solution for automation of the entire scientific workflow

lifecycle: infrastructure provisioning, workflow deployment,

and workflow execution/monitoring. This solution integrates

standard tools, including Kubernetes and Terraform, with the

HyperFlow workflow management system. Thanks to sepa-

ration of workflow description from infrastructure description

and provisioning, we support hybrid workflows that can utilize

multiple computing infrastructures. Introducing Kubernetes to

act as de facto cloud native operating system, further simplifies

the infrastructure provisioning process.
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